
Session One:
Why learning is important for health and happiness
Basic functions within our brain
Understanding memories and how they're made
The importance of attention in learning and life.

Get to know your brain

Session Three:
How learning contributes to health & happiness
Why we behave the way we do
Unlocking the keys to positive behaviour change
Planning to integrate learning with life.

Make the most of your time

Small changes lead to big results

The Holistic Learning
Program

Feel better, learn better and perform better

Session Two: Supercharge your brain
How to prime your brain for learning
Implementing with natural brain boosters
Experimenting with different techniques
Sharing thoughts on the value and sustainability of techniques..

Session Four:
Reflecting on our progress
Seeing our strengths and how we can utilise them
Setting and achieving longer-term goals
Benefit from contributing to the world we are part of.

Make the future happen

Please note:
Workshops are customised to meet the unique needs of participants.
While we recommend the program is delivered as 4 x 2 hour sessions, alternate formats can
be arranged to meet your need.
Small group informal sessions and one on one coaching are also available.

www.holisticlearninghub.com.au

holisticlearninghub

holisticlearninghub

The Holistic Learning Hub

I enjoyed every moment. 
The most valuable part for me was having open discussions about study

routines, habits and recharging ourselves with positive energy and learning.
Elena Khachaturia

Learn how the brain works and be guided to experiment with
different techniques to make learning easier, more enjoyable and

more effective.

Cost: $400 per participant*

Inclusions: 4 x 2 hour workshops - face-to-face or online
Workshop materials
Products used during sessions
Your choice of either:

a sample set of 12 cards, or
one convenient roller oil bottle, or
one magnesium body soak.

* cost can be negotiated for groups over 5, including school or class groups

0403210260


